draft-ietf-acme-acme
• [Rifaat] Clarify status code and content of authz re-used between new-order flow and preauthorization flow
• [Ilari] Remove “type” field from examples of challenge responses
• [Sean] Increased clarity / safeguards around textual cert. encoding
• [Kevin] Operational considerations around stale DNS
Fix a typo: intial -> initial
#334 opened 11 days ago by felixonmars

Generalize the validation methods registry
#332 opened 14 days ago by bifurcation • Changes requested

Clarification of integrity of authorizations in the threat model
#331 opened 24 days ago by marsangr

Remove "type" field in challenge response example
#327 opened 24 days ago by jsha

Retrieval of Wildcard Certificates on Multiple Servers
#333 opened 14 days ago by shellster

Fix feedback from list
#330 opened 24 days ago by jsha

Define "response fields" more clearly
#329 opened 24 days ago by jsha

OOB-01 should take an empty object payload
#328 opened 24 days ago by jsha
To the IESG...

... and beyond!